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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Friday 26th February 2021

Spellings.
1. who 5. why
2. what 6. could
3. where 7. should
4. when 8. would

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

Let’s do the Sally up, Sally down challenge to wake us 
up this morning!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bql6sIU2A7k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bql6sIU2A7k


Punctuation ladder.
Apostrophes for contractions.

Click on the link to find out more about apostrophes for contractions-
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z3j4vwx

Join the words using an apostrophe to make a contraction.

It is 

What is

That is

Where is 

Now can you put any of these contractions into a sentence?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z3j4vwx


Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today is ‘o- e’ in 

bone.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uhjLHbFU/PmJlK65C

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/8A6Ln8hV/O6TNEwsY

Try reading some of these longer words-

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9842rUdj/c7Y1IeQk

If your child has completed phonics please see the reading comprehension on the 
next slide.

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/uhjLHbFU/PmJlK65C
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/8A6Ln8hV/O6TNEwsY
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9842rUdj/c7Y1IeQk


Reading comprehension.

• Read the text and answer the 

questions on the next slide. 

Remember to look for evidence

in the text. 



Reading comprehension.

• No answer these questions.





Funny bones!

Next week we will be writing the funny bones story.

So that we can do this well, we need to get to know the story well.

Listen to the story again… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gweOq4OT-H0

Yesterday you had some questions to answer about the first half of the 
story. Today, we will be answering question about the second half of 
the book. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gweOq4OT-H0


Story map…

Next week we will be writing the funny bones story. To help us to do this, we need to 
know the story really well. Today I would like you to draw a story map of the funny 
bones story. Here are a few pictures of examples of story maps from other stories to 
help you. Begin by thinking about where the skeletons were at the start of the story. 
Where did they travel to throughout the story. Along the way include pictures and 
speech bubbles as prompts for things that you need to remember when you write the 
story next week. 



Reflection

How do you think todays activity will help you 
when you come to write your story?





Weekly arithmetic





P.E

Join in with PE with Joe Wicks from this week…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoh7OnG2K_0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoh7OnG2K_0


Art

It’s Friday afternoon! You have made it to the end of the week! Well done for 
being a superstar and working hard. Have a lovely rest this next weekend. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhyCxVPb1qU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhyCxVPb1qU

